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Abstract

For design and art enthusiasts who seek to enhance their skills

through instructional videos, following drawing instructions while

practicing can be challenging.

STIVi presents perspective drawing demonstrations and com-

mentary of prerecorded instructional videos as interactive drawing

tutorials that students can navigate and explore at their own pace.

Our approach involves a semi-automatic pipeline to assist in-

structors in creating STIVi content by extracting pen strokes from

video frames and aligning them with the accompanying audio com-

mentary. Thanks to this structured data, students can navigate

through transcript and in-video drawing, refer to provided high-

lights in both modalities to guide their navigation, and explore

variations of the drawing demonstration to understand fundamen-

tal principles. We evaluated STIVi’s interactive tutorials against

a regular video player. We observed that our interface supports

non-linear learning styles by providing students alternative paths

for following and understanding drawing instructions.
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1 Introduction

Instructional videos are a popular means for learning to draw as

they offer step-by-step visual demonstrations as well as audio

explanation of drawing concepts [11, 36, 42]. However, the pre-

determined format of videos imposes several restrictions in an

educational context [8, 45, 46]. Notably, videos play at a fixed pace,

while students typically need frequent replays to understand and

practice fundamental drawing concepts. Scrubbing a generic video

timeline to locate these concepts can be a tedious trial-and-error

process. Additionally, students must divide their attention between

the video and their canvas, which can lead to missing demonstrated
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strokes or explanation details. Finally, videos often showcase only

a few variations of a drawing concept. For example, although a

cube can be used to demonstrate 2-point perspective, additional

demonstrations are needed to show how this concept is applied to

draw cubes of different sizes and from different viewpoints.

Our objective is to create augmented versions of instructional

drawing videos that address the above limitations. In close interac-

tion with two industrial design teachers (who are co-authors of this

paper), we set three design goals: (1) to ease navigation of key con-

cepts demonstrated in the video; (2) to mitigate attention splitting

between the video and the canvas; and (3) to enable exploration of

variations of the demonstrated concepts.

Our solutions draw inspiration from professional video-edited

demonstrations of perspective drawing [13, 22] and previous HCI

work on instructional videos for different domains [45, 46]. Typical

instructional videos about drawing contain a visual demonstra-

tion of a drawing concept with an audio commentary. We leverage

these complementary sources of information to identify relevant

elements in the drawing (lines, planes, vanishing points), and to

relate them to their descriptions in the video transcript. Combin-

ing the visual and textual representations of the drawing concepts

allows us to augment the video with specialized interactions that

fulfill our design goals. First, the instructor’s pen strokes and their

transcript descriptions serve as navigation landmarks to help stu-

dents reach the parts of the video they are interested in. Second,

highlighting the instructor’s pen strokes when they are commented

upon helps students identify the subject of the commentary, even

when the video is paused. Third, transforming the instructor’s pen

strokes according to perspective rules helps students experience

variations of the demonstration. We integrate these solutions into

STIVi (Sketching Tutorial from Instructional Video), an interac-

tive tutoring system whose content is extracted from instructional

videos on perspective drawing.

We describe a processing pipeline to assist instructors in con-

verting existing instructional videos into interactive tutorials to

be displayed in STIVi. We use image processing to extract indi-

vidual pen strokes from the video frames, from which we deduce

perspective properties of the drawing, i.e., location of the vanishing

points and 3D orientation of the lines. In parallel, we apply speech

processing to locate keywords about perspective drawing in the

transcript. Finally, we match each visual element to its transcript

https://doi.org/10.1145/3670947.3670969
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Figure 1: STIVi augments instructional sketching videos to help students follow perspective drawing instructions and practice

at their own pace. STIVi’s user interface links keywords from the video transcript to elements in the drawing, such as lines and

planes, making it easier to navigate and familiarize with key concepts covered in the instructions. It also allows students to

interact with perspective constructions (e.g., vanishing lines highlighted on the video) and understand how the geometry of

depicted shapes would change if they were drawn from different viewpoints.

description by computing a similarity score between the extracted

lines and keywords. Instructors can then manually refine these

matches to produce the final material.

We demonstrate this semi-automated pipeline on instructional

videos of varying complexity. We also evaluate the usefulness of

our interactive tutorials with a user study, where 12 participants

follow drawing instructions using either a regular video player or

STIVi. Subjective ratings suggest that our system helps learners

navigate the tutorial, follow instructions, and understand the taught

concepts. Furthermore, our analysis of interaction logs reveals that

STIVi promotes non-linear navigation as users explore the tutorial

with a different order than the one in the pre-recorded video.

In summary, we present the following key contributions:

(1) We describe how the visual and textual elements of instruc-

tional videos on perspective drawing can be combined to

ease the navigation, understanding and exploration of the

taught concepts.

(2) We illustrate the resulting tight coupling between visual and

textual elements in the context of an interactive tutoring

system that helps students follow and practice perspective

drawing instructions.

(3) We demonstrate how to semi-automatically extract visual

and textual elements from drawing videos, and how to sug-

gest instructors likely correspondences between the two

modalities to create content for our tutoring interface.

2 Related work

Our work is at the intersection of prior research on two system

types: interactive tutorials from instructional videos and intelligent

tutoring systems for drawing.

Interactive tutorials from instructional videos. Most exist-

ing systems leverage domain-specific knowledge to analyze the

structure of the content being taught. For example, Truong et al.

[45] generate a hierarchical presentation of make-up tutorial steps

based on facial parts,Wang et al. [46] provide waveform andmelody

visualization to support navigation and feedback in guitar instruc-

tional videos, Grossman et al. [17] and Chi et al. [8] record logs

of application commands along with screen capture to generate

software tutorials that highlight relevant UI components and ac-

tions. Likewise, we distill and leverage principles of perspective

drawing to offer specialized features for navigation, highlighting

and exploration of drawing instructions.

Our system builds on the observation that drawing instructors

commonly comment on their drawing actions as they perform them.

Following a similar observation, Shin et al. [41] rely on temporal

alignment to match transcript sentences with pen strokes traced

by science instructors in blackboard-style lectures, while Jung et

al. [25] and Kim et al. [28] use word embedding to match the video

transcript to text elements in slide-based lectures. Similarly, we

detect keywords in the transcript and put them in correspondence

with lines in the drawing. Several computer vision and machine
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learning approaches have been proposed to automatically build

correspondences between the transcript and visual content of in-

structional videos [23, 34, 51]. However, these methods have been

trained on large datasets of natural videos rather than on drawings

made of few lines. We tackle this challenge by leveraging geomet-

ric properties of the lines to identify likely correspondences with

geometric terms in the transcript, even though we let the instruc-

tor decide on the final assignment, because drawing instructions

often have multiple concurrent geometric interpretations.

Putting the video transcript in correspondence with the drawn

elements allows us to use both modalities to navigate in the video.

Our approach draws inspiration from two distinct yet complemen-

tary sources. First, we adopt principles from transcript-based inter-

faces [29, 38], where text acts as a navigational anchor for video

exploration. Second, we are inspired by content-aware navigation

techniques [12, 26, 37] that enable users to dynamically interact

with video content and follow alternative navigation pathways. Fur-

thermore, a number of systems [16, 30, 38] support navigation via

video thumbnails that are linked to specific chapters. We leverage

both the video transcript sentences and the drawing elements asso-

ciated with these sentences to structure the tutorial into chapters.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems for drawing. While many people

enjoy drawing, few feel confident in their drawing skills [7, 32]. This

discrepancy has motivated the design of interactive systems that

aim to assist novices in learning to draw. Many such systems rely

on a pre-defined set of exercises distilled from traditional drawing

lessons. In particular, Williford and colleagues developed a series

of interactive tools that analyze user inputs to provide feedback on

sketching accuracy as users perform custom exercises of increasing

complexity, ranging from drawing straight lines, squares and circles

[48] to drawing 3D primitives like cubes and cylinders [27], all the

way to drawing buildings in perspective [47]. In a similar spirit,

Lee et al. [33] describe a system dedicated to practicing perspective

drawing of cars. In contrast, our goal is to ease the creation of new

tutorials from pre-existing instructional videos, with a focus on

highlighting the key steps and concepts explained by the instructor.

Closer to our goal are systems that generate drawing instructions

from user-provided content, such as pictures of faces [9, 49] and

objects [24], or 3D models [21]. A major part of these systems

consists in analyzing the input image of 3D shape to generate step-

by-step instructions. Our approach differs as we take as input videos

where instructors demonstrate and explain drawing techniques one

step at a time. Our challenge thus resides in helping users follow

the instructions, which we achieve by augmenting the video with

visual highlights and various interactions supporting navigation.

Sketch-Sketch Revolution [15] allows expert users of a draw-

ing software to create tutorials for novices by demonstration. The

authoring interface allows the creators to draw each step of their tu-

torials, and to add labels and additional instructions using text fields.

Our system’s original feature lies in its ability to extract visual and

textual instructions from videos with a semi-automated approach.

Additionally, it establishes meaningful connections between the key

concepts articulated by instructors and the corresponding visual

elements they depict, such as lines, planes, and vanishing points.

3 Challenges and approach

Prior work has identified key limitations inherent to instructional

videos [8, 45, 46], which we aim to address in the context of drawing

instructions:

• Difficulty in locating key instructions. Users frequently

find themselves scrubbing back and forth along the video

timeline to spot interesting events. Moreover, their times-

tamp selection needs to be precise for quick events.

• Difficulty in following instructions. A notable drawback

of conventional videos is their fixed pace, which fails to

adapt to individual needs. This limitation becomes particu-

larly pronounced when users practice the instructions while

following them. In practice, users often need to pause the

video to catch up, which can cause them to miss out on

dynamic information about the visual content that is com-

mented upon.

• Difficulty in generalizing instructions beyond demon-

strated cases. Instructional videos usually showcase amethod-

ology on a limited number of examples. Thus, users have to

follow multiple videos on the same topic to grasp how the

instructions apply to slightly different situations.

Our key insight is that, in the context of drawing instructions,

we can address all three difficulties by identifying the drawing

concepts (shapes and their relationships) that form the subject of the

instructions. Once these concepts are identified, we allow users to

navigate in the tutorial by selecting the concepts they are interested

in. Furthermore, we highlight the visual elements associated with

these concepts when they are commented upon to make them

stand out even when the video is paused. Finally, we allow users to

interact with the visual elements to explore how they vary under

the principles they obey. We demonstrate such exploration in the

context of perspective rules defined by the relative position of

vanishing points on the canvas.

Figure 2 illustrates the main steps of our methodology for con-

verting drawing instructions into interactive tutorials:

(1) We first compile the key concepts in the domain of interest.

As shown in Figure 2, we distinguish among shapes, their

properties, and their relationships. In the case of perspective

drawing, shapes can be lines or planes, properties can be ver-

tical, ground, or horizontal, and relationships can be parallel,

crossing, etc.

(2) For each concept, we distill a multi-modal vocabulary (Fig-

ure 2a) that encompasses how the concept can appear both

visually – as a sketch in the video frames – and textually –

in the video transcript.

(3) We extract these visual and textual elements using video and

transcript processing (Figure 2b).

(4) We put visual and textual elements in correspondence based

on temporal alignment and compatibility between the two

vocabularies (Figure 2c).

(5) Finally, after manual correction of the extracted data, we

leverage the resulting visual-textual structure to augment

the video with navigation landmarks, visual highlights, and

interactive variations (Figure 2d).

We next introduce the domain-specific knowledge we compiled

for perspective drawing (Section 4) and describe how we integrate
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Figure 2: Overview of our tutorial creation approach. We compile key concepts of perspective drawing along with their visual

and textual vocabulary (a). In this paper, we focus on a subset of such concepts (in blue). Then, we process the video frames and

the transcript to extract these concepts (b). Finally, we associate visual and textual elements that coincide in time and refer to

compatible concepts to form a multi-modal data structure (c), which we leverage to augment the video in STIVi (d).

left vanishing point right vanishing point

drawing canvas

horizon line

Figure 3: Illustration of the two-point perspective setting:

the vanishing points lie along a horizon line that can be

positioned outside of the drawing canvas. Lines converging

towards the vanishing points on the canvas are horizontal

in 3D, while lines that are vertical on the canvas also remain

vertical in 3D.

these concepts into our interactive tutoring system for perspective

sketching (Section 5). The technical details about how we extract

the concepts from instructional videos are presented in Section 6.

4 Perspective drawing concepts

While the video augmentations we propose could apply to vari-

ous domains of visual art, we demonstrate them in the context

of perspective drawing, which is ubiquitous in fine arts, architec-

ture, industrial design, interior design. Perspective drawing has

also been the focus of several prior systems for interactive tutoring

[27, 33, 47, 48].

We first compiled basic principles of perspective drawing from

existing videos [11, 22, 31, 36, 39, 42] and design textbooks [14, 40].

This process was guided and enriched by discussions with two

industrial design teachers co-authors of this paper, who reviewed

the principles and gave insights on their relevance and difficulty

for students. From these observations, we chose to focus on the

fundamental principles for drawing block shapes made of straight

lines. Block shapes are among the first topics taught in class to

develop awareness of perspective rules, and often act as preliminary

scaffolds for drawing furniture, buildings, as well as more elaborate

curved shapes [19]. Together with our design collaborators, we

distinguished recurring concepts in drawings of block shapes and,

for each of these concepts, we identified the commonly employed

vocabulary used for commentary.

Line. Straight lines can be composed of one or several pen strokes.

In perspective drawing, most straight lines are aligned with one of

the three orthogonal axes of the 3D world that is depicted. As such,

instructors often comment on the verticality or horizontality of the

lines they draw, even though these lines are not necessarily vertical

nor horizontal when projected on canvas, but oriented towards a

vanishing point (see Figure 3).

Plane. Block shapes are formed of planar faces, many of which are

drawn as quads delineated by two sets of parallel lines. Instructors

refer to such surface elements as planes, rectangles, or sides.

Vanishing point. In perspective drawing, lines that are parallel

in the 3D world project to lines that converge towards a vanishing

point on the canvas. In two-point perspective, two sets of orthogo-

nal horizontal lines converge to two vanishing points, both of which

lie on a horizon line (possibly away from the boundaries of the

canvas), as illustrated in Figure 3. In three-point perspective, verti-

cal lines also converge towards a vanishing point, typically placed

above or below the canvas boundary depending on viewpoint. In-

structors often name the different vanishing points to explain these

principles, for instance by distinguishing the first vanishing point

being drawn from the second one, or the one lying on the left of

the canvas from the one lying on the right. They might also point

to groups of lines that converge towards the same vanishing point.

5 Learning from interactive videos

Our design efforts focus on exposing fundamental drawing con-

cepts, clarifying their connections with the instructor’s explana-

tions, and providing opportunities for students to actively engage

with them through interactive exploration. Figures 4-5 illustrate

the functionalities of our system. We introduce them through a

usage scenario:

Gabriela is learning how to draw in perspective. After having

watched a few videos about drawing basic shapes, she now wants

to move to more complex objects. She uses STIVi to follow a video

tutorial that explains how to draw an armchair.

5.1 Following the video tutorial

Gabriela begins by watching the full video, carefully following

the teacher’s instructions. As she watches, parts of the drawing get
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(b) Viewing & selecting other groups of lines or planes (c) Jumping to their reference ("all these lines")(a) Highlighting a referenced group of lines ("the outline")

Figure 4: Navigating between different groups of sketched elements discussed in the video: (a) A group of lines that form an

outline in the sketch are highlighted in red when the teacher verbally refers to them. (b) The student presses a pen button (or

key on the keyboard) to view the full set of lines and planes referenced in the video. Here, the student hovers over the contour

of the armchair and can preview how this group of lines are mentioned and when (see feedback below the timeline). (c) The

student releases the pen button (or taps the pen on the screen) to jump to its reference in the video.

highlighted in sync with the instructor’s voice. For example, as the

instructorexplains how to “strengthen the outline” of the inside of

the chair (Figure 4a), the strokes of its outline are highlighted in

red. Gabriela notices that the term “the outline” is also highlighted

in the same color in the transcript, which helps her associate the

terminology used in the video with the visual elements in the

instructor’s drawing.

Instructors often highlight techniques by gesturing, e.g., drawing

over lines, pointing at planes, emphasizing keywords in voice etc.

STIVi complements such gestures by highlighting the relevant

elements of the drawing when these elements are mentioned. The

goal is to make the associations between instructor’s speech and

drawing explicit and thus help students follow instructions, even

when they shortly look away from the video when a line is drawn,

or if they pause the video to practice the instructions. The system

uses three different types of video augmentations: (1) thick red line

segments to highlight lines in the drawing (Figure 4); (2) green

quadrilateral shapes to highlight planes (Figure 5); and (3) blue

lines to highlight convergence relationships and vanishing

points (Figure 5). We implement a cross-dissolve animation effect

to display and then hide these augmentations in sync with the

audio.

STIVi applies the same color-coding scheme to references of the

above drawing concepts in the transcript (e.g., the outline refers to

a group of lines, and the sides refers to a pair of planes). Previous

studies suggest that accompanying videos with regular text does not

have any positive effect on learning [44]. However, by highlighting

drawing concepts in the text, we aim to direct students’ attention

on them [6, 35] and help them associate the concepts illustrated in

the video with the terminology used by the teacher.

5.2 Navigating in the video content

After watching the video once, Gabriela opens a new project

and starts drawing. To keep up with the instructions, she pauses

and replays the video frequently. To review previous steps, she

navigates back and forth between chapters using their thumbnails.

As the video explains how to draw the inside of the armchair

(Figure 4a), Gabriela decides to skip ahead in the tutorial and

work on the contour outline of the chair. She presses the pen

button and selects its group of strokes from a preview (Figure 4b),

which advances the video to the last chapter (Figure 4c). Gabriela

moves her pen to the transcript and clicks on the underlined words

to navigate in the chapter.

In traditional video interfaces, viewers can navigate through the

video by directly interacting with the timeline or by using fast-

forward or rewind functions. STIVi augments such navigation by

structuring the video into a sequence of chapters, and by offering

both transcript-based and drawing-based landmarks to directly

jump to relevant segments.

Timeline. To help students locate the concepts (lines, planes, and

their relationships) discussed in the video, STIVi annotates the

timeline with colored cues that serve as time landmarks (Figure 4).

The color code corresponds again to the element type: red for lines,

green for planes, blue for convergence relationships. Furthermore,

the system segments the video into chapters, and adds a video

thumbnail for each chapter, in a scrollable list below the timeline,

together with a set of keywords that correspond to references to

sketch elements in the transcript. The student can move the pen

over the thumbnails list to scroll it forwards or backwards and

switch between chapters.
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(b) Hovering over the right circular widget (c) Dragging the pen to change perspective(a) A pair of planes highlighted in green

Figure 5: Exploring perspective drawing through interaction: (a) The teacher makes reference to the two front planes in the

sketch ("the two planes that are in front..."). The two circular widgets appear and serve as interaction entries. (b) When the

student hovers the pen over a widget, the scene is augmented with perspective lines and is animated to a lower scale to bring

the horizon line within the window’s view. (c) The student drags the pen to translate the horizon line and the two vanishing

points, which rotates the two planes around their vertical intersecting line. The right vanishing point now becomes visible.

Transcript. The area beneath the thumbnails shows the transcript

for the currently active chapter (Figure 4). STIVi highlights the

active paragraph and allows the student to click on the text to in-

stantly navigate to the corresponding moment in the video when it

is spoken. The colored references of sketch elements in the tran-

script (see Subsection 5.1) operate as hyperlinks. The student has

the option to click on these links to adjust the video’s playback

position and activate animations that highlight the related sketch

elements. When combined with the list of thumbnails, this feature

provides a seamless way to navigate between different parts of the

video and easily identify the relevant sketch elements.

On-video sketches. STIVi offers an alternative method of navi-

gating the video by directly interacting with its visual content. As

shown in Figure 4b, the student can press a pen button to reveal

the complete set of lines and planes in the sketch. These elements

are grouped together based on how they are referenced in the tran-

script. For instance, all the strokes associated with “all these lines”

in Figure 4c are part of the same group. By moving the pen over

the sketch, the student can explore the available groups and receive

feedback in the form of textual tooltips and timeline pointers in-

dicating when and where these groups are first referenced in the

transcript. The student can then jump to the corresponding point

in the video by releasing the pen button or selecting the group with

a tap of the pen.

5.3 Exploring perspective drawing concepts

Gabriela is eager to practice drawing the armchair from a dif-

ferent viewpoint. She loads a video tutorial that shows how to

draw the container cube for the armchair and begins sketching

the lines of the front planes of the cube. However, as she chose

a different perspective from the one in the video, she is unsure

about how the side lines should converge. To better understand the

concept, Gabriela activates the circular widgets located near the

top corners of the video (Figure 5b-c). She manipulates the wid-

gets to reposition the horizon line and the two vanishing points,

which allows her to observe how the planes rotate when changing

viewpoints.

As opposed to simple concepts such as lines and planes which

are visible in the drawing, relationships may be hard to grasp by

novice learners. Yet, such relationships are crucial for understand-

ing higher-level principles of perspective drawing and for learning

how the elements in a sketch should vary if viewed from a different

perspective. For example, in two-point perspective, horizontal lines

should converge to a left or a right vanishing point, depending

on their direction, while vertical lines should appear as vertically

parallel on canvas. Understanding how convergence parameters,

such as the location of the horizon line or the location of a vanish-

ing point, affect the orientation of horizontal lines is necessary to

mentally rotate objects in a sketch and draw them from varying

viewpoints [14].

STIVi lets students interactively explore these concepts, making

the assumption that all sketches fall under the rules of one, two

or three-point perspective with straight lines. To this end, we use

references of basic elements (lines and planes) and their relation-

ships in the transcript as entry points of interaction. In the example

of Figure 5, the teacher refers to a pair of front planes, which are

highlighted by the system. In addition, two circular interactive wid-

gets appear and are associated with the two vanishing points along

the horizon line. When the student hovers the pen over the right

widget, the scene is animated to show the planes in a smaller scale,

while revealing the convergence lines, the horizon line, and vertical

reference axis. The user can now drag the pen to the left, which

makes the planes rotate around the vertical axis and reveals the

right vanishing point.

The animation coupled with this set of interactions gives users

the illusion of an interactive 3D scene. Our solution relies on sketch

processing techniques (see Section 6.1) and principles of 3D per-

spective. Since reconstructing 3D information from drawings is a

difficult problem [10, 18, 20], we demonstrate our interactions in a

simplified setting where we focus on specific groups of elements

and their convergence relationships (i.e., the ones the teacher refers
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to at this particular moment), hiding other parts of the drawing

(Figure 5b,c).

5.4 Implementation

STIVi is a Web application developed with Angular v14 [1], using

Ngx-Videogular [2] for the video player and Paper.js [3] for video

overlays. Visual and textual information extracted from videos is

provided to the Web application as structured JSON files.

6 Extracting drawing concepts

Our tutoring interface requires knowledge of the individual ele-

ments that are drawn by the instructor, and of the comments that

the instructor said about these elements. We now describe how we

extract such visual and textual information from existing instruc-

tional videos, and how we assist the instructor in relating these

two modalities to produce data suitable for our interface. We refer

readers to supplemental materials for technical details.
1

6.1 Visual extraction

Our processing pipeline takes as input videos of digital drawing ses-

sions captured via screen and audio recording, which we optionally

crop to remove user interface elements that surround the canvas.

These videos are relatively short (1 to 6 minutes long) and entail

the drawing of one or a few objects. We also assume that the canvas

remains static during the video sequence (no rotation, scaling, trans-

lation). Starting with the raw video frames, our algorithm extracts

visual elements and their relationships in a bottom-up fashion.

Extracting strokes and lines. Observing that the pixels occluded

by the mouse pointer exhibit rapid variations of intensity across

frames, we filter out the pointer using a temporal median filter. We

then extract pen strokes as they appear on canvas by computing

the difference between each frame and its subsequent frame. To

prevent false positives due to video compression artifacts, we only

keep high-difference pixels that form short linear structures in

the difference image. Finally, we recover long or overlapping lines

by merging strokes drawn across successive frames if they share

extremities.

Extracting vanishing points.We next run the vanishing point

detection algorithm of Gryaditskaya et al. [18], which has been de-

signed to handle the approximate perspective of freehand sketches.

In addition to the dominant vanishing points, the algorithm clas-

sifies each line as being either horizontal and converging to the

left vanishing point, horizontal and converging to the right van-

ishing point, vertical and optionally converging to a bottom or top

vanishing point, or following any other direction.

Extracting planes. We detect planes in the drawing by searching

for patterns of four intersecting lines made of two pairs of parallel

lines converging to different vanishing points. We define the times-

tamp of a plane to be the timestamp of the last of its four lines, and

its orientation to be vertical if one of the pairs of parallel lines is

vertical and horizontal otherwise.

1
Supplemental materials are available at https://osf.io/f2t65

these lines are not perfectly parallel
<element1>

<element1> <element2>

BE

BE ADP

<relationship>

<relationship>

these lines the left vanishing pointare converging towards

Figure 6: Extracting and relating speech elements. In this

transcript, word chunks of words are highlighted in blue,

their roots are underlined. We keep the chunks of words

whose root corresponds to a pre-defined vocabulary of per-

spective drawings. We then employ syntactic templates to

find relationships between elements, such as parallelism and

convergence.

6.2 Text extraction

We first convert the instructor’s audio commentary into a transcript,

from which we then locate keywords referring to typical drawing

elements present in perspective drawings, along with qualifiers

that inform us about geometric properties of these elements.

Extracting the transcript. We use VOSK, an automatic transcrip-

tion tool [5], to convert the instructor’s commentary into English

text. This tool produces a transcript synchronized with speech,

where each word has a timestamp. We optionally manually correct

the transcript in the presence of errors, which we mainly observed

on technical terms pronounced by non-native speakers.

Extracting keywords. We next process the raw transcript with

the NLP library spaCy [4] to obtain so-called chunks of words. Each

chunk consists in a group of words composed of a noun – called

the root – and its qualifiers and article. Figure 6 provides a typical

example where the chunk "the left vanishing point" is composed

of the root "point" qualified as "left" and "vanishing." We keep any

chunk for which the root appears in our pre-defined vocabulary

of perspective drawing elements. While many instructors employ

the same vocabulary to comment on these elements, some also

adopt unique terms, such as a stick to refer to a vertical line. We

account for this diversity by allowing instructors to augment the

pre-defined vocabulary (see textual vocabulary in Figure 2) with

custom synonyms.

Extracting geometric relationships.We detect geometric rela-

tionships expressed in the transcript in two ways: through syntactic

patterns explicitly stating a relationship between detected elements,

and through the nouns and qualifiers of chunks of words. We focus

on convergence relationships between lines as they are at the core

of perspective drawing of block shapes.

Figure 6 illustrates two representative syntactic patterns that

convey convergence relationships. In the first example, the pattern

indicates that the components of the element "these lines" share

the relationship "not perfectly parallel." In the second example, the

pattern also indicates towards which vanishing points the lines

converge. We identify such syntactic patterns from the part-of-

speech tagging and dependency graph generated by spaCy [4].

Geometric relationships can also be deduced from nouns and

their qualifiers. For example, "the converging lines" or "the paral-

lels" directly convey a convergence relationship between the lines

referred to, while "the plane" implies a convergence relationships

between its opposite sides. Whenever we detect a convergence

https://osf.io/f2t65
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relationship between lines that are present in the drawing, we high-

light this relationship accordingly (blue-dotted lines overlaid on

the video and blue link in the transcript as in Figure 1).

6.3 Linking speech and sketch

Processing the video frames yields visual representations of lines

and planes, along with their orientation and convergence towards

vanishing points. Processing the transcript yields textual represen-

tations of drawing elements, along with their geometric properties

and relationships. We now relate these two modalities.

Building correspondences. To enable all of the interactions de-

scribed in Section 5, it is necessary to build correspondences be-

tween textual and visual elements. We achieve this goal by com-

puting a similarity score between all pairs of visual and textual

elements. While prior work relies on similarity scores to automati-

cally find one-to-one correspondences by solving a bipartite graph

matching problem [28], we face the additional challenge that indi-

vidual comments in the transcript can refer to several, ambiguous

visual elements in the drawing, such as "these lines." This challenge

motivated us to adopt an interactive workflow, where we use the

similarity score to suggest correspondences between keywords and

visual elements, which are then confirmed by the instructor.

Our similarity score combines a measure of temporal alignment

with a test on the geometric compatibility between the visual and

textual content. Denoting 𝑡𝑖 the timestamp of visual element 𝑖 and

𝑡 𝑗 the timestamp of textual element 𝑗 , we express the score as:

𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 1geometry (𝑖, 𝑗)
(
1 −

|𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡 𝑗 |
𝑇

)
(1)

where 1geometry (𝑖, 𝑗) equals one if the visual and textual elements

share compatible geometric properties, and zero otherwise. Geo-

metric properties include the type of element (line, plane) and its

orientation (vertical, horizontal).

Once correspondences between lines and the transcript are es-

tablished, we propagate them to the relationships of these lines. For

example, when a set of lines are described as "converging" in the

transcript, then the vanishing-point interaction widget for these

lines is enabled.

Extracting chapters. Putting the commentary in correspondence

with the drawing also enables us to segment the transcript into

chapters covering a single topic.

We start with a similar approach as Truong et al. [45], although

implemented with different tools. The transcript produced by the

VOSK toolkit [5] is already split into parts based on timing – if the

instructor stops talking for a little time, the next words are put into

a new group. We implement an additional split based on Truong et

al.’s observation that phrases describing different steps are often

connected by conjunction words, such as "and" or "so". We split

groups of words at conjunction words connecting two verbs, which

we locate using the part-of-speech tagging and dependency graph

generated by spaCy [4].

This initial processing tends to over-segment the transcript. We

next group neighboring phrases using the information provided

by our correspondences between textual and visual elements. If

consecutive phrases include text that refers to the same visual

element, such as the same plane, or to overlapping groups of visual

elements, we assume that these phrases belong to the same chapter.

We display the text corresponding to these recurring visual elements

below each chapter thumbnail (e.g., see Figure 4).

6.4 Results and manual corrections

Dataset. Two industrial design teachers co-authors of this paper

defined four standard beginner-level exercises on perspective draw-

ing. We presented these exercises to two other design teachers and

asked them to record instructional videos to explain them to an

audience of learners. Both teachers were experienced in recording

themselves while drawing, and one of them had prior experience

creating and sharing video content about design sketching on on-

line platforms. In addition to the eight videos produced by these

designers, we tested our extraction pipeline on five online videos

that we found by searching for domain-specific keywords (design

sketching, perspective sketching) and by browsing dedicated chan-

nels. We selected videos compatible with our extraction pipeline,

i.e. recorded within a digital drawing software, with a fixed canvas,

a clear commentary, and mostly composed of straight lines.

Tutorial generation. Figure 10 shows a few steps of the interactive

sketching tutorials we extracted from some of these videos. We

refer readers to our supplemental materials for recordings of typical

interactive sessions with these tutorials.

The whole process of generating an interactive tutorial from an

existing video entails several manual correction steps.We quantified

these corrections on the eight videos produced by the industrial

design teachers. The first step consists in extracting individual pen

strokes (Section 6.1). The number of extracted strokes varies from 50

to 300 depending on the complexity of the drawing, with an average

of 120 strokes. On average, 76% of these strokes were accurate, while

9% required correction of one of the segment extremities, and 14%

had to be deleted. Three of the videos also required additional

strokes (around 20% of the initial number of strokes). Spurious or

missing strokes are typically due to low contrast or fast movement

of the pen. The second step consists in extracting the transcript,

which required an average of 17 word corrections for videos up to

six minutes long. A few videos required adding custom synonyms

to our pre-defined vocabulary (textual vocabulary in Figure 2). The

last and most involved step consists in putting the speech and

sketch elements in correspondence using our similarity score as

guidance (Section 6.3). This task took approximately 30 minutes

per video.

6.5 On-paper drawing instructions

We have also experimented with videos of on-paper instructions

captured with a camera positioned over a drawing table. Such

videos present additional challenges due to the presence of the

hands of the instructor, which occasionally occlude the drawing

or cast shadows over the canvas. We dealt with these challenges

with additional image processing, including a skin and shadow

detector to locate the hands, morphological closing to locate thin

pen strokes, and temporal filtering to propagate the drawn pixels

across occluded frames [43]. However, this additional processing

incurs dedicated thresholds and manual corrections to obtain data

of sufficient quality to be displayed in STIVi. We thus defer the
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development of a robust pipeline for on-paper drawing sessions to

future work.

7 User evaluation

We conducted a qualitative user study
2
to assess how STIVi can help

students follow the teacher’s instructions, navigate in the video

content, and understand key drawing concepts. STIVi integrates

both novel features (video highlights, interactive exploration tools)

and features found in existing video systems (clickable transcript,

chapter thumbnails). To encourage participants to reflect on each

of these features and their combined use in STIVi, we also asked

them to complete a task with a Baseline interface. The Baseline

consisted of a regular video player supporting basic navigation

capabilities via a conventional timeline.

7.1 Method

Participants. 12 volunteers (8 women and 4 men) participated

in our study. These participants were recruited through mailing

lists provided by our local university and were mostly graduate

students or worked in research. Among the participants, seven were

between the ages of 18 to 25, four were between the ages of 26 to

35, and one was between the ages of 46 to 55. The participants were

non-experts with varying drawing experience: eight participants

practiced drawing, while four declared they drew sometimes (please,

refer to supplemental materials for details on their background).

Video materials.We conducted the study with two videos from

the same instructor (not co-author of this work), from the dataset

described in Section 6.4. The first video (Cube, Figure 10a) shows

how to draw a cube in two-point perspective and has a duration

of 3 minutes and 44 seconds. The second video (Armchair used in

Figure 4) shows how to refine a cube into an armchair, and has a

duration of 3 minutes and 49 seconds. In addition, we used a shorter

video for training, lasting 2 minutes and 8 seconds. This video was

extracted from an online instructional video [36] and showcases

the construction of modeling planes (Figure 10c).

Apparatus and design. The participants interacted with a Wacom

Cintiq 16 pen display (1920 × 1080 FHD resolution), using the con-

figuration shown in Figure 1. All 12 participants tested both the

Baseline and STIVi. Six participants tested STIVi first; the other

six participants tested our system second. We kept the same logical

order of the two videos for all participants, where the simple Cube

was always presented before the more complex Armchair .

Procedure and task. After filling out a short background question-

naire, participants were introduced to each system configuration,

one after the other. For each configuration, they spent some time to

familiarize themselves with the user interface, going through the

training video. We then introduced them to the main task, which

had two parts. As a first step, we asked participants to watch the

video tutorial (either the Cube or the Armchair), trying to under-

stand its content. They could use any of the video navigation tools

presented to them during training. As a second step, we asked par-

ticipants to reproduce the sketch of the video as closely as possible.

While drawing on the canvas, they could again return to the video

2
The study was approved by our Ethics Review Board and followed our institution’s

data protection rules.

tutorial and browse its content. Participants were encouraged to

think aloud during the task. When they were satisfied with their

drawing, they answered a five-question questionnaire to report on

their learning experience.

Following the testing of both system configurations, participants

were asked to complete an evaluation questionnaire. The question-

naire prompted them to compare the two configurations across

three evaluation criteria — navigating, following instructions, and

understanding concepts — as well as to provide feedback on the

usefulness of individual features of our system. Each session lasted

approximately 60 to 70 minutes.

7.2 Results

Task evolution and strategies.We start by comparing the tempo-

ral strategies that participants followed to complete the task with

the Baseline and with STIVi. As seen in Figure 7-left, when using

the Baseline, participants adopted a conservative strategy of paus-

ing and replaying the video while drawing. We also observe that

several participants (e.g., P5, P7, P2, and P6) finalized their drawings

after the video had ended, that is, without following instructions. In

contrast, the patterns we observe for STIVi in Figure 7-right have

a large number of drops and spikes, since participants could use

the system’s features to jump more efficiently between different

moments in the video. Participant P10’s trajectory is particularly

noteworthy. After watching the video once, the participant did not

replay it again. He relied instead on the transcript and selected

video frames, which he could directly access by navigating through

the chapter thumbnails or the transcript hyperlinks. In contrast,

P6 followed the play-pause strategy while drawing but also used

STIVi’s features to reflect on and evaluate the quality of her work.

She then continued with a second round to refine her drawing.

When we asked participants to describe the strategy they fol-

lowed, several participants described how STIVi’s features allowed

them to adapt the pace of the video: “Overview and then small jumps,

skipping parts I didn’t want ... there were points where I had a little

more doubts, I took my time to see what was happening and go faster

on other parts”
3
(P3).

Participants relied on several of STIVi’s features to navigate the

tutorials. Figure 7-right shows six representative examples, where

we indicate navigation events through the chapter thumbnails, the

on-video sketches, or the transcript hyperlinks. In the following

paragraphs, we discuss participants’ feedback about individual fea-

tures of STIVi.

Video highlights. Several participants reported that STIVi’s high-

lighted elements were useful for clarifying the video material, help-

ing them focus on the relevant parts of the drawing as they switched

attention between video and canvas, “the red [highlights] would

come up to kind of show what was the last thing that he had just

done. Because I do look at the other [window] and back at the video,

it brought me in to where we currently were” (P8). In contrast, high-

lighted sketches were sparingly used for navigation. P3 and P11

commented that their visualization was cluttered. P1, who used this

feature, found it useful when she knew which group of elements

she wanted to choose from.

3
Quotes from P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P7 and P10 have been translated from the original

language to English.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the task for a subset of participants while interacting with Baseline (left) and STIVi (right). The line

trajectories show the time position on the video as a function of the time the participant spends on the task. The gray area

corresponds to the initial phase of watching the video tutorial. For STIVi, we highlight user interaction events as yellow dots

(drawing events) and colored squares (navigation events through thumbnails, transcript hyperlinks, and on-video sketches).

Finally, several participants (P3, P6, P10, P11, P12) suggested that

drawing assistance could be particularly useful if it was applied

directly to the canvas.

Transcript and links. Links embeddedwithin the transcript served

various purposes, including helping participants “find points of ref-

erence” (P4), facilitating easier parsing of the text, and serving as

shortcuts to make highlights appear on the video (P6): “This high-

lighted text ... kind of teaches me what are the key points ... So I click on

it and try to explore. It makes me understand more easily.” However,

the transcript itself was deemed distracting or overwhelming by

some participants (P2, P6, P9, P12), which is somewhat consistent

with past results [44] on the utility of text in educational videos. P12

mentioned that she “would only focus on underlined words, unless

the sentence is really short.”

Thumbnails. Several participants frequently used the thumbnails.

Participants were especially positive about their use for organizing

the material into chapters, “I find that it’s easier to locate yourself

with the chapters ... because you really get the visual of the drawing

you have to do” (P2). Another participant remarked that since the

keywords below the thumbnails were “part of the speech, it was

much easier to remember where we are ...” (P10).

Exploration tools. Although the perspective exploration features

received positive feedback from most participants, several partic-

ipants reported forgetting about their use due to the presence of

other tools. P6 and P8 also remarked that reproducing the drawing

closely left little room for exploring variations: “That could be useful

actually, like when you did something wrong, and when you try differ-

ent perspectives” (P6). P8 also suggested adding presets that could

be dragged and dropped to create multiple views: “presets to where

I could drag it to, and ... have it stick there. ... So I kind of felt like it

would be interesting if I was doing multiple views.” Finally, P5 and

P7 explained that since they were already quite familiar with the
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Figure 8: Subjective evaluation of the two system configura-

tions.

concept of perspective, they did not find these tools useful at that

point, but would have liked to have them when starting learning

about perspective, in particular 3-point perspective (P5).

Overall assessment. Figure 8 summarizes participants’ subjective

evaluation. Overall, the participants found that STIVi’s extended

features helped them navigate the video more effectively, follow the

teacher’s instructions, and to some extent, understand concepts.

More specifically, participants appreciated the complementary

ways of supporting learners in STIVi. P8 emphasized that informa-

tion was presented “in multiple different ways ... so it was easier to

tell where we were contextually.” P3 suggested that this aspect of the

system can support different learning styles: “it’s good because you

can address both types of learners with the same material without

having to create two different things.”

In contrast, several participants reported feeling lost when using

the Baseline with the more complex video and wishing they had

the tools from STIVi (P2, P4, P6, P8). P2 said that she struggled

mostly “to understand the drawing itself as there are no planes, no

different colors to better visualize what you have to draw and to what

perspective they correspond.” P6 also elaborated on how she felt
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Figure 9: Handling face drawing videos would require defin-

ing a similar visual and textual vocabulary with domain-

specific shapes, properties and relationships.

unable to find where she made mistakes with the Baseline: “this

one [with Baseline], I’m completely lost. So I don’t even know where

I made mistakes.”

8 Limitations and future work

We discuss limitations of our approach and explore potential av-

enues for future extensions.

Use of exploration features. Our study design targeted the re-

production of the instructor’s demonstration, which is the first step

in learning a new skill. Therefore, it did not trigger the application

of the taught concepts to novel shape or viewpoint configurations.

Further investigation is needed to see how our perspective manipu-

lation features (Figure 5) would be solicited for such generalization

tasks.

Feedback and drawing assistance. While STIVi augments the

demonstration video, similar augmentations might also apply to

the drawing canvas. For example, some participants suggested re-

vealing vanishing lines on canvas to help draw converging edges

of block shapes. Going further, registering the user pen strokes

against the video demonstration could enable automatic assessment

of drawing accuracy, which could be used to provide personalized

feedback, or to adjust the amount of guidance within a curriculum.

A significant challenge would be to distinguish unintended drawing

mistakes from valid variations of the instructions.

Automation of the generation pipeline.While we studied the

use of STIVi by learners, we did not evaluate how drawing instruc-

tors can benefit from our approach. Our video processing pipeline

requires intervention from an expert to adapt the pre-defined vocab-

ulary to specific videos, to correct errors in the stroke and transcript

extraction, and to decide on the final assignment between visual

and textual elements. Although we expect that these manual correc-

tions require significantly less effort than preparing an interactive

tutorial from scratch, we still believe that additional automation

could be provided. In particular, distinguishing between singular

and plural terms ("this line" vs. "these lines"), and between types of

articles ("a line" vs. "the line") could help provide more accurate sug-

gestions of correspondences. Access to a large corpus of annotated

drawing videos could also enable data-driven matching.

Generalization.While we demonstrated STIVi on the domain of

perspective drawing of block shapes, the five-step methodology out-

lined in Section 3 could generalize to other domains. For example, to

apply this methodology to drawing the human head, the visual and

textual vocabulary should include organic shapes (ellipses, spheres),

along with relationships specific to facial proportions (midpoint,

symmetry). Instructors often employ these shapes to construct

facial regions (eyes, lips, chin), which also appear in the vocabu-

lary. Figure 9 provides an example of how these elements could

be structured in the vocabulary. Extracting such domain-specific

visual elements would require more advanced image processing,

such as facial landmark detection [50]. Yet, similar to block shapes,

heads adhere to perspective rules, and artists make use of con-

vergence towards vanishing points to depict heads from different

viewpoints. Supporting interactive exploration could help students

visualize how the relationships between facial landmarks evolve

with changes in viewpoint.

9 Conclusion

Drawing instructors often comment on their actions as they are per-

forming them, using a vocabulary that refers to the lines they draw,

their geometric properties, and their relationships. Our system

leverages image and speech processing to relate the commentary of

instructional drawing videos to their visual content, offering novel

modes of navigation, visualization, and interaction to learners. We

hope that progress in natural language processing and sketch recog-

nition will soon allow harvesting the wealth of instructional videos

available online, not only to offer more engaging educational con-

tent, but also to provide students feedback on the drawings they

produce as they follow the augmented instructions.
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Figure 10: Video gallery. We present a few highlighted frames with transcripts from a selection of four videos. (a) and (b) have

been produced by industrial design teachers on our demand. (c) and (d) are two videos which we processed from YouTube [11, 36]
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